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THE UP TOPOLOGY FOR MIRRORED TOPOLOGICAL POSETS
ULYSSES ALVAREZ AND ROSS GEOGHEGAN
Abstract. For a discrete poset X , McCord proved that the natural map |X | Ñ X , from the order complex
to the poset with the Up topology, is a weak homotopy equivalence. Much later, Z˘ivaljevic´ defined the notion
of order complex for a topological poset. For a large class of such topological posets we prove the analog of
McCord’s theorem, namely that the natural map from the order complex to the topological poset with the
Up topology is a weak homotopy equivalence. An example is the Grassmann poset of proper non-zero linear
subspaces of Rn`1. Here, Vassiliev had computed the homotopy type of the order complex. Our theorem
allows us to transfer that information (up to weak homotopy type) to the Grassmann poset itself with the
Up topology.
1. Introduction
1.1. Topological Posets. A topological poset pX ,ď, T q is a poset pX ,ďq equipped with a
Hausdorff topology T on the set X such that the order relation P :“ tpx, yq P X ˆX | x ď yu
is a closed subspace of X ˆ X . This topological poset is said to be mirrored and is called
an M-poset if it comes equipped with a poset map µ : X Ñ R, where R is a finite poset,
satisfying
‚ x ă y implies µpxq ă µpyq,
‚ for all r P R, Xr :“ µ
´1prq is a non-empty closed subset of X .
The map µ is a mirror of X .
It follows that X is the topological sum
š
rPRXr.
A motivating example is the real Grassmann Poset Gn: here, an integer n is given, X
is the set of all proper linear subspaces of Rn`1 of positive dimension, partially ordered by
inclusion, R is rns, the set of nonnegative integers ď n with the natural ordering, and µ
takes the k-dimensional subspaces to the integer k.
Notation. For a subset A of X define
ÒA :“ tx P X | a ď x for some a P Au.
If A is a family of subsets, ÒA :“ tÒA | A P Au. For a P A, we use the abbreviation
Ò a :“ Òtau. For A Ď Xr and s ą r, we use the abbreviation A
psq :“ pÒAq
Ş
Xs.
Each Xr inherits a topology from X . Choose a basis Ur for the topology of Xr.
Openness Property. We will assume from now on that our M-posets have the property that
when U is open in Xr then, for each s ą r, the set U
psq is open in Xs.
This allows us to define the Up topology on X , with basis
Ť
rtÒUr | r P Ru. That this is
a basis for a topology follows from the Openness Property.
It is important to distinguish between the Original topology on X (which is Hausdorff) and
the Up topology on X (which is T0 but, in general, not T1.) The M-posets discussed in this
paper are considered to have both topologies, the “Up” being derived from the “Original”.
The Openness Assumption ensures that the Up topology agrees with the ordinary topology
on each Xr; i.e. the inclusion of Xr into X with the Up topology is a topological embedding.
Date: September 9, 2020.
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Example. Let X be the real Grassmann Poset G2. Here X1 is the collection of lines in R
3
containing 0 and X2 is the collection of planes in R
3 containing 0, partially ordered by
inclusion. Separately, the Xr have their Original (usual) topologies. In the Up topology a
basic open neighborhood of a line consists of an open set of nearby lines together with all
planes containing those lines. A basic open neighborhood of a plane in the Up topology is
just a neighborhood of that plane in the ordinary sense.
1.2. The Order Complex and the Comparison Map. In [Zˇ98], a simplicial space ∆pX q,
called the order complex, is associated with each topological poset X . For M-posets where
the spaces Xr are locally compact polyhedra (as will always be the case in this paper) there
is a rather simple definition as follows:
Each element z of the topological join ˚rPRXr has the form z “
ř
tixi where xi P Xi,
ti ě 0, and
ř
ti “ 1. Define the support of z to be supppzq :“ ti P R | ti ą 0u. Then
∆pX q :“ tz P ˚rPRXr | supppzq is a chain in R, and if i ă j in supppzq then xi ă xj in X u.
We will sometimes identify Xr with the subspace of ∆pX q whose support is the singleton
tru.
Example. Vassiliev [Vas92], [Vas91] proved that for K the reals, the complex numbers, or the
quaternions, and GnpKq the Grassmann Poset of proper non-zero linear subspaces of K
n`1,
the corresponding order complex, ∆pGnq, is homeomorphic to the sphere S
m where
m “
`
n`1
2
˘
d` n´ 1, d being the dimension of K over R.
The Comparison Map f : ∆pX q Ñ X is defined by fpzq “ maxtxi | i P supppzqu. It is
not hard to prove that f is continuous with respect to the Up topology on X .
Our aim is to prove that under reasonable topological and geometric assumptions, and
considering X with the Up topology, the Comparison Map f is a weak homotopy equivalence.
This will be done by satisfying the hypotheses of the following theorem of McCord [McC67],
reproved independently1 by May [May06].
Theorem 1.1. Let g : C Ñ D be a map between topological spaces, and let B be a basis for
the open subsets of D. If for all B P B the restriction g| : g´1pBq Ñ B is a weak homotopy
equivalence, then g is a weak homotopy equivalence.
1.3. Polyhedra. A rectilinear simplicial complex consists of a locally finite, finite-dimensional,
abstract simplicial complex K, whose geometric realization is denoted by |K|, and a closed
proper topological embedding of |K| in a euclidean space E which restricts to an affine iso-
metric embedding of each simplex of |K|. The choice of E and of the embedding will be
suppressed, and from now on we will denote its image simply by K, omitting the vertical
bars.
Each simplex of K has a euclidean metric. The “length metric” on K is the metric which
measures the distance between points p and q as the inf of lengths of piecewise linear paths
joining p to q, where each linear part of the path lies in (and is measured in) a simplex of
K. The corresponding metric topology on K is the same as both the weak topology and the
topology inherited from the euclidean space E.
A locally compact space P is a polyhedron if it is equipped with a piecewise linear (PL)
structure. This means that the space P has been identified, via a homeomorphism chosen
once and for all, with a rectilinear simplicial complex K, and the PL structure consists of all
rectilinear simplicial complexes L occupying the same space as K, such that L and K have
1May’s paper appears to date from the late 1970’s though the publication year is 2006.
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a common rectilinear simplicial subdivision2. We say that any such complex L triangulates
P .
A subpolyhedron of P is a closed subset Q such that some triangulation of P in the PL
structure has a subcomplex which triangulates Q. We will often describe a space P as
polyhedral when we mean that P is a polyhedron in the above sense; and when Q is a
subpolyhedron of P we simply say that Q is “polyhedral”.
The polyhedron P has many length metrics, one for each triangulation L. In particular,
small metric balls in polyhedra are cones on their frontiers. Once a length metric is chosen
then, for small enough η ą 0, two maps from a compact domain into P which are distant at
most η apart pointwise are η-homotopic3.
Remarks. 1. The class of polyhedra is closed under coproducts and finite products.
2. If Q is a compact polyhedral subset of a finite product P of polyhedra, then projections
of Q to sub-products of P are also compact polyhedral.
3. The join of two compact polyhedra is a compact polyhedron.
4. Smooth manifolds are polyhedral.
5. The topological join of two locally compact spaces need not be locally compact, so if they
are polyhedra, their join does not satisfy our definition of “polyhedron”. However, the
join of two abstract simplicial complexes has an obvious meaning even when they are not
locally finite. Therefore the topological join of two (hence of finitely many) polyhedra
can be triangulated by a simplicial complex which might not be locally finite. We will
sometimes allow ourselves to extend the word “polyhedral” to include this case.
1.4. Polyhedral Posets. A topological poset pX ,ď, T q possessing the Openness Property
is polyhedral if X is a polyhedron, and the order relation P is a (closed) subpolyhedron of
X ˆ X .
Since our context is M-posets, this implies each Xr is polyhedral.
1.5. Convenient Choice of Bases. When the space Xr is polyhedral (as will be the case
from now on) each point has a basic system of neighborhoods which are PL cones on their
frontiers. We may assume that the basis Ur consists of such neighborhoods of points. In par-
ticular, each such set is contractible and its closure is a compact contractible subpolyhedron
of Xr. Our basis U “
Ť
rtUru for the topology of X will always be understood to consist of
such sets.
1.6. Geometric Posets. A polyhedral poset pX ,ď, T q is geometric if it has the following
additional topological properties:
Notation. When pM, dq is a metric space, the space of compact subsets of M with the
Hausdorff metric is denoted by cM .
(1) Compactness and continuity:
(a) When r ă s and x P Xr, tx
psqu is compact.
(b) When r ă s, the map πr,s : Xr Ñ cXs defined by x ÞÑ tx
psqu is continuous.
(2) Down-set Contractibility: When U P Ur, s ą r, and y P U
psq
, then tx P U | x ă yu is
contractible4.
2References for polyhedra are [RS72], [Hud69] and Section 3.1 of [Spa95]. Here, we use nothing of that subject beyond basic
definitions and elementary properties.
3Maps a, b : A Ñ B are η-homotopic if there is a homotopy between a and b such that for each point x P A the diameter of
the image of xˆ I is ă η.
4Contractible sets are non-empty, so the assumption implies that every y has a predecessor x.
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1.7. Compact Polyhedra.
Proposition 1.2. When r ă s and A is a compact subset of Xr then A
psq is a compact
subset of Xs.
For this we need notation and a lemma.
Notation. When pM, dq is a metric space and S Ď cM , we define
Ť
pSq :“ tm P M | m P
s for some s P Su, i.e.
Ť
pSq is the union of the sets in S.
Lemma 1.3. Let C be a compact subset of cRn. Then
Ť
pCq is a compact subset of Rn.
Proof. C is totally bounded in the Hausdorff metric, so
Ť
pCq is a bounded subset of Rn.
If x is a limit point of
Ť
pCq there exists pxnq, a sequence in
Ť
pCq, converging to x. Let
xn P cn where cn P C. Wlog assume tcnu converges to c P C in the Hausdorff metric. So x
must lie in c. Thus
Ť
pCq is a closed and bounded subset of Rn. 
Proof of Proposition 1.2. By 1a and 1b the set πr,spAq is a compact subset of cXs. The
polyhedron Xs can be regarded as a subset of a euclidean space, so Lemma 1.3 implies
Apsq “
Ť
pπr,spAqq is compact. 
Proposition 1.4. Let A be a compact subset of Xr and let r ď s. If A is polyhedral then
Apsq is polyhedral.
Proof. Define B :“ pAˆXsq
Ş
P . Then B “ tpa, xq | a ă xu Ď Aˆ Apsq is polyhedral. The
Xs projection of B is tx | a ă x for some a P Au. This is A
psq, and is compact by Proposition
1.2. There are compact polyhedra R Ď Xr and S Ď Xs such that A ˆ A
psq Ď R ˆ S. Since
B is polyhedral and is a subset of R ˆ S, B is compact polyhedral. Thus the projection of
B, namely Apsq, is polyhedral. 
1.8. Our goal in this paper is to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1.5. (Comparison Theorem) When the M-poset X is geometric and carries
the Up topology, the map f : ∆pX q Ñ X is a weak homotopy equivalence.
Our approach will be to prove that for U P Ur both ÒU and f
´1pÒUq are weakly con-
tractible5 in the Up topology, and then to apply Theorem 1.1.
Remark. The discrete case of this theorem is due to McCord [McC66]. See Section 6 for a
discussion.
Example. The Grassmann Poset Gn is geometric; indeed, the component spaces are compact
manifolds. So Theorem 1.5 allows us to move Vassiliev’s result from the order complex to
the Up topology:
Corollary 1.6. For K the reals, the complex numbers, or the quaternions, and GnpKq the
Grassmann Poset of proper non-zero linear subspaces of Kn`1, the space GnpKq with the Up
topology is weak homotopy equivalent to the sphere Sm where m “
`
n`1
2
˘
d ` n ´ 1, d being
the dimension of K over R.
Nearly all the ideas needed for our proof of Theorem 1.5 occur when dealing with two
special cases, where notation is less cluttered. We treat them in the next two sections.
Acknowledgement. We thank Laura Anderson for telling us about this problem and its con-
text.
5i.e. all homotopy groups are trivial.
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2. The special case R “ r2s
Here, the geometric M-poset is X “ X1
š
X2; µpX1q “ 1 and µpX2q “ 2.
In this case, the join X1 ˚X2 consists of a copy of X1, a copy of X2, and for each x P X1
and y P X2 a linearly parametrized path ω with ωp0q “ x and ωp1q “ y. We call such a path
(or its image) a segment from x to y. The point ωptq on a segment from x to y is often more
conveniently denoted by p1´ tqx` ty where 0 ď t ď 1. The map q : X1 ˆX2 ˆ I Ñ X1 ˚X2
taking px, y, tq to p1´ tqx` ty defines the quotient topology on X1 ˚X2.
Notation. In this section, when A Ď X1 it is neater to write A
1 rather than Ap2q.
The order complex is the subset ∆pX q Ď X1 ˚X2 which consists of X1, X2, and the union
of all segments joining x to y such that x ă y.
The Comparison Map f : ∆pX q Ñ X is defined by fpxq “ x when x P X1 (i.e. when
t “ 0) and fpp1´ tqx` tyq “ y when t ą 0.
2.1. Pre-images of compact polyhedral sets. Here we prove Theorem 2.5, relating
∆pÒAq to f´1pÒAq when A is a compact polyhedral subset of X1.
Let d be a length metric6 on X1. Define ϕ : X1 ˆ p0, 1s Ñ I by ϕpx, uq “ min
!
dpx,Aq
u
, 1
)
.
Writing ϕu for ϕp¨, uq we note
(i) ϕu “ 0 on A;
(ii) ϕu “ 1 on X1 ´NupAq;
(iii) 0 ă ϕu ă 1 elsewhere.
Let B be a compact polyhedral subset of X2. For each u P p0, 1s, define ψu : X1 ˆB ˆ I Ñ
X1 ˆB ˆ I by
ψupx, y, tq “
"
px, y, ϕupxqq if t ď ϕupxq
px, y, tq if ϕupxq ď t.
We note that ψu fixes A ˆ B ˆ I and that ψupx, y, tq “ px, y, 1q when x P X1 ´ NupAq and
y P B.
We also note the homotopy between ψu and the identity map hu : X1 ˆ B ˆ I ˆ r0, 1s Ñ
X1 ˆB ˆ I defined by
hupx, y, t, vq “
"
px, y, vϕpxqq if t ď vϕupxq
px, y, tq if vϕupxq ď t
and that the image of ψu is the subset tpx, y, tq P X1 ˆB ˆ I | ϕupxq ď t ď 1u.
Factoring by the canonical quotient X1 ˆB ˆ I Ñ X1 ˚B we see that, while ψu does not
induce a well-defined map X1 ˚B Ñ X1 ˚B, it does induce a map Ψu : pX1 ˚Bq´pX1´Aq Ñ
X1 ˚B. Similarly, the homotopy hu induces a homotopy Hu : pX1 ˚Bq´ pX1´Aqqˆ r0, 1s Ñ
X1 ˚B.
The image of Ψu is the compact set Iu :“ tp1´ tqx` ty P X1 ˚ B | t ě ϕupxqu.
Proposition 2.1. Given u in p0, 1s and a neighborhood M of NupAq ˚B in X1 ˚X2, we can
deform pX1 ˚Bq´ pX1´Aq within itself onto the compact set Iu ĎM by a deformation that
is continuous in the variable u.
6Notation: NupAq denotes the closed u-neighborhood of the set A.
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By careful choice of the metric d it can be arranged that for u “ 1
n
the above functions
are PL, and in particular that I 1
n
is polyhedral. Thus we get:
Proposition 2.2. Given u “ 1
n
and a neighborhood M of NupAq ˚ B in X1 ˚ X2, we can
deform pX1 ˚ Bq ´ pX1 ´ Aq within itself onto the compact polyhedral set I 1
n
ĎM .
Since the poset relation P is polyhedral, this proposition can be restricted as follows,
where we now take B to be A1 (compact and polyhedral by Proposition 1.4):
Corollary 2.3. Given u “ 1
n
and a neighborhood M of ∆pÒAq in ∆pÒX q, f´1pÒAq can be
deformed within itself onto a compact polyhedral set Jn ĎM .
Proof. The set f´1pÒAq consists of ∆pÒAq together with line segments ending in A1 whose
intersections with X1 have been deleted. Here, we write Jn for the relevant part of I 1
n
. 
Lemma 2.4. The set ∆pÒAq is a compact polyhedral subset of X1 ˚X2.
Proof. By Lemmas 1.2 and 1.4, A1 is compact and polyhedral. Thus C :“ ppAˆA1q
Ş
P qˆ I
is compact and polyhedral. The projection maps A ˆ A1 Ñ A and A ˆ A1 Ñ A1 define
PL maps πA : ppA ˆ A
1q
Ş
P q ˆ t0u Ñ A and πA1 : ppA ˆ A
1q
Ş
P q ˆ t1u Ñ A1. The space
∆pÒAq is clearly decomposable as the union of three compact polyhedra: C and the mapping
cylinders of πA and πA1, where the mapping cylinders are glued to the 0- and 1- ends of C
in the obvious way. Since mapping cylinders of PL maps between compact polyhedra are
compact polyhedra, and the union of compact polyhedra glued along compact polyhedral
subsets is again compact polyhedral, this completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.5. When A is a compact polyhedral subset of X1, the inclusion map ∆pÒAq ãÑ
f´1pÒAq is a homotopy equivalence.
Proof. ∆pÒAq is the intersection of the nested sequence of polyhedra Jn, each of which is a
strong deformation retract of f´1pÒAq by Corollary 2.3. Since the inclusion maps Jn`1 Ñ Jn
are homotopy equivalences, shape theory (see Section 5 for details) implies that ∆pÒAq is
shape equivalent to each of the polyhedra Jn. Moreover, since ∆pÒAq is itself polyhedral,
by Lemma 2.4, this means that ∆pÒAq is actually homotopy equivalent to each of the Jn,
hence also to f´1pÒAq. 
2.2. Contractibility of preimages of basis elements. Here there are two kinds of basis
elements in the Up topology: U P U2 and ÒU where U P U1. To apply Theorem 1.1 we first
show that the preimage under f of each of these is weakly contractible.
When U P U2, the set f
´1pUq consists of the contractible set U Ď X2 Ď X1 ˚X2, together
with half-open segments ending in U , so U is a strong deformation retract of f´1pUq which
is therefore contractible.
Now we consider the case where U P U1. It is convenient to first deal with f
´1pUq, which
Theorem 2.5 tells us is homotopy equivalent to ∆pÒUq.
Notation. We write CA for the topological cone on the space A, i.e. Aˆ I{A ˆ t0u.
Proposition 2.6. ∆pÒUq is homotopy equivalent to CU
1
, and is therefore contractible.
Proof. Let g : ∆pÒUq Ñ CU
1
be the map which takes U to the cone point p, is the identity
on U
1
, and maps the point p1´ tqx` ty to the segment p1´ tqp` ty in the cone. By Lemma
2.4 this is a map between compact polyhedra. Consider g´1pp1 ´ tqp ` tyq. When t “ 0
6
this pre-image is the contractible set U ; when t “ 1 this pre-image is a single point; when
0 ă t ă 1 this pre-image is homeomorphic to tx P U | x ă yu which is contractible by
Assumption 2. Thus g is a cell-like map7 between polyhedra, and is therefore a homotopy
equivalence. 
Corollary 2.7. f´1pÒUq is contractible.
Proposition 2.8. For basis elements U , f´1pÒUq is contractible.
Proof. Because our specific choice of basis elements, each basis element U contains basis
elements Vk such that V k Ď Vk`1, and
Ť
k V k “ U . It follows that f
´1pÒUq “
Ť
k f
´1pÒ V kq.
Thus, by Proposition 2.6, f´1pÒUq is the direct limit of contractible subspaces, and is there-
fore weakly contractible. Since it is an open subset of a polyhedron, it is actually con-
tractible. 
2.3. Weak contractibility of basis elements. Basis elements lying inX2 are contractible.
To complete the application of Theorem 1.1 it remains to prove that ÒU is weakly contractible
when U is a basis element in X1. It is enough to prove that, for each n, πnpÒU, Uq is trivial.
Definition. Let Z be a space, and let A Ď X1. A map s
1 : Z Ñ A1 covers a map s : Z Ñ A
if spzq ă s1pzq for every z P Z.
Fundamental to understanding homotopies in this context is the following
Lemma 2.9. If s1 covers s then, as maps Z Ñ ÒA, s1 and s are homotopic.
Proof. Define F : Z ˆ I Ñ ÒA by
(i) F “ s1 on Z ˆ r0, 1q;
(ii) F “ s on Z ˆ t1u.
We check continuity of F . When W is open in A1 then F´1pW q “ s1´1pW q ˆ r0, 1q which is
open in Z ˆ I. When V is open in A then
F´1pV Y V 1q “ F´1pV q Y F´1pV 1q
“ rs´1pV q ˆ t1us Y rs1´1pV 1q ˆ r0, 1qs
Since s´1pV q Ď s1´1pV 1q we conclude that F´1pÒ V q is open in Z ˆ I. 
We abbreviate the n-ball Bn to B, and we consider an arbitrary map
g : pB, BBq Ñ pÒU, Uq.
We write C :“ g´1pX1q, a closed subset of B. We want to produce maps h
1 and h from B
to ÒU satisfying:
(i) h1 is homotopic to g rel C;
(ii) h1 “ h “ g on C;
(iii) h1 maps B ´ C into U 1;
(iv) h maps B into U ;
(v) on B ´ C, h1 covers h.
7A map between compact polyhedra is cell-like if the pre-image of each point has trivial shape. Contractibility is a special
case of trivial shape. It is well-known that a cell-like map between compact polyhedra is a homotopy equivalence.
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Lemma 2.9 will then imply that h1 is homotopic to h rel C and hence that g represents
the trivial element of πnpÒU, Uq.
We choose a triangulation K of B ´ C, such that the diameter of simplexes in the 1
m
-
neighborhood of C goes to 0 as mÑ8.
For 0 ď k ď n we assume the following:
The following proposition looks complicated but merely says that if a small (singular)
sphere in U is covered by a small sphere in U 1, then it bounds to a small ball in U covered
by a small ball in U 1; and, given another small ball in U 1 bounding the same sphere, the two
balls are close to one another. The details are about control:
Proposition 2.10. (kth Homotopy Property for R “ r2s) There exists α ą 0 with the
following property: Given maps ϕ1 : Bk Ñ U 1 and ϕ : Sk´1 Ñ U , where ϕ1|Sk´1 covers ϕ
and ϕ1pBkq has diameter less than αpn`k`2q
2pn`1q
, there are maps ψ1 : Bk Ñ U 1 and ψ : Bk Ñ U
such that ψ|Sk´1 “ ϕ, ψ1|Sk´1 “ ϕ1, ψ1 covers ψ, and ψ1 is α
4pn`1q
-homotopic to ϕ1 rel Sk´1.
Moreover, for k ą 0, given ǫ ą 0 there exists δ ą 0 such that when ψ1pSk´1q has diameter is
less than δ then ψ1pBkq and ψpBkq have diameter is less than ǫ, and ψ1 is ǫ-homotopic to ϕ1
rel Sk´1.
Proof. The order relation P is polyhedral, so small spheres in pU ˆ U 1q
Ş
P bound small
balls in pU ˆ U 1q
Ş
P . 
For α ą 0 as in Proposition 2.10, let V be the open cover of U 1 consisting of all open balls
of radius at most α
4
. Then g´1pVq is an open cover of B ´ C. Subdividing as necessary,
we may assume the triangulation K is subordinate to this open cover, and hence that the
g-image of each simplex of K has diameter less than α
2
.
The maps h1 and h will be the nth stage of an inductive definition of maps h1k : B Ñ ÒU and
hk : K
k Y C Ñ U , where we understand h1´1 to be g, and h´1 is not defined. For continuity
on C it will be necessary that the maps h1k and h
1
k´1 presp. hk and hk´1 when k ą 0q should
be close to one another on points that are close to C.
We will need some elementary lemmas:
Lemma 2.11. Let x P Xr and s ą r. If tVmu
8
m“1 is a sequence of neighborhoods of x where
8Ş
m“1
Vm “ txu, then
8Ş
m“1
V
psq
m “ xpsq.
Proof. It is clear that xpsq Ď
8Ş
m“1
V
psq
m . To show containment in the other direction, let
y P
8Ş
m“1
V
psq
m . It follows that for each m, there exists xm P Vm such that xm ă y in X . Since
8Ş
m“1
Vm “ txu, xm converges to x as m approaches 8. Thus, pxm, yq converges to px, yq.
Since tpxm, yqu Ď P and P is closed in X
2, px, yq P P . 
Lemma 2.12. Let x P U . Given ǫ ą 0, there exists η ą 0 such that whenever y and z lie in
Bηpxq then z
1 Ď Nǫpy
1q.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Assumption 1b. 
Lemma 2.13. Given ǫ ą 0 there exists δ ą 0 such that whenever p P C and q P Bδppq ´ C
then gpqq P Nǫpgppq
1q.
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Proof. We write B :“ tÒBηpxqpxq | x P Uu, where ηpxq is as in Lemma 2.12. Then g
´1pBq
covers the compact set C. Let δ be a Lebesgue number for this cover. For some x P U ,
gpBδppqq Ď ÒBηpxqpxq. This means that for some y P Bηpxqpxq, gpqq P y
1. By Lemma 2.12,
gpqq P Nǫpgppq
1q. 
Here is the construction of h10 and h0. For each vertex v of K we choose a point rpvq P C
at minimal distance from v. Since g is continuous, Lemma 2.13 implies that given ǫ ą 0
there exists δ ą 0 so that when dpv, rpvqq ă δ then, for some point h10pvq P grpvq
1, there is
an ǫ-path (-homotopy) from gpvq to h10pvq. For small numbers ǫ this defines h
1
0pvq, and we
define h0pvq :“ grpvq P U . When dpv, rpvqq ě δ, the 0th level of the Homotopy Property
asserts that there exists h10pvq P U
1 and h0pvq P U such that h
1
0pvq ą h0pvq and that there is
an α
4pn`1q
-path from gpvq to h10pvq.
Using the stated homotopy between g|K0 and h10|K
0 it is an easy geometrical matter to
extend h10 continuously to all of B ´ C in such a way that
(i) g|B ´ C and h1|B ´ C are α
4pn`1q
-homotopic,
(ii) for each simplex σ of K the diameter of h10pσq is less than
αpn`2q
2pn`1q
, and
(iii) the diameter of h10pσq goes to 0 as σ approaches C.
Both h10 and h0 are defined to agree with g on C.
Proposition 2.14. The maps h10 : B Ñ ÒU and h0 : K
0 Y C Ñ U are continuous.
Proof. The only issue is continuity any point p P C. Let ÒT be a basic (open) neighborhood
of gppq. Since g is continuous g´1pÒT q is an open neighborhood of p. It is enough to find a
smaller neighborhood, N , of p such that h10pN ´ Cq Ď T
1 and h0pNq Ď T .
If tV mu is a basic sequence of compact neighborhoods of gppq in U , then
Ş
tV
1
mu “ gppq
1
by Lemma 2.11. By Assumption 1a, gppq1 is a compact subset of the open set T 1, so for
sufficiently large m the compact sets V
1
m and the closed set frontier frT
1 are disjoint. Let η
be the distance between these two sets. If h10 is
η
2
-homotopic to g then, for appropriate m,
h10pg
´1pVmqq Ď ÒT . For v near C, h0pvq “ gprpvqq. Since g is continuous this shows that, for
such v, h0pvq P T . So we have found the required neighborhood N . 
Next we define h11 : B ´ C Ñ U
1 and h1 : K
1 Ñ U . The h10-image of each 1-simplex of
K has diameter at most αpn`2q
2pn`1q
` α
2pn`1q
, and the restriction of h10 to K
0 covers the map h0.
So the Homotopy Property gives an α
4pn`1q
-homotopy of h10|K
1 to a map h11 of K
1 into U 1
agreeing with h10 on K
0 and covering a map h1 of K
1 into U which extends h0. As before,
using that homotopy we can extend h11 to all of B ´ C in such a way that for each simplex
σ of K the diameter of h11pσq is less than
αpn`3q
2pn`1q
. Again, the diameters of h11pσq and h1pσq
go to 0 as σ approaches C, the distance from h10 to h
1
1 does not increase, and the two maps
extend to agree with g on C.
Similarly, we define h12 : B ´ C Ñ U
1 and h2 : K
2 Ñ U , where h12 is homotopic to h
1
1
with control, and h12|K
2 covers h2. Again, the diameters of h
1
2pσq and h2pσq go to 0 as σ
approaches C, and the two maps extend continuously to agree with g on C.
The pattern for defining h1 “ h1n and h “ hn inductively on B ´ C is now clear. The
process performs a nα
4pn`1q
-homotopy from g to h1. For a simplex σ of K, h1pσq has diameter
less than αp2n`2q
2pn`1q
“ α. Moreover, the diameters of h1pσq and hpσq go to 0 as σ approaches C.
We have proved:
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Theorem 2.15. Under the stated assumptions the Comparison Map f for R “ r2s is a weak
homotopy equivalence.
3. The special case R “ r3s
This case is handled by reducing matters from R “ r3s to the case R “ r2s of the previous
section. Roughly, we treat X1
š
X2
š
X3 either as X1
š
pX2
š
X3q or as pX1
š
X2q
š
X3.
As a special case of what was defined in Section 1.2, recall that the order complex is the
set ∆pX q Ď X1 ˚X2 ˚X3 consisting of all points z “
3ř
i“1
tixi such that when i, j P supp z then
xi ă xj in X . In particular, every xi lies in this set. The Comparison Map f : ∆pX q Ñ X is
defined by fpzq “ max txi | i P supp pzqu.
Polyhedrality allows a choice of bases Ui for Xi consisting of contractible open sets whose
closures are compact contractible subpolyhedra.
3.1. Contractibility of preimages of basis elements. We first consider U Ď X1. We
describe the set f´1pÒUq Ď X1 ˚ X2 ˚ X3 in some detail. Certainly it includes ∆pÒUq.
Imitating what was done in Section 2.2, we let Ro be the union of a certain collection of
half-open segments, where the missing point of each segment is its initial point as measured
by the poset R “ r3s. These segments are described as follows. In every case it is to be
understood that x1 ă x2 ă x3 whenever these comparisons make sense
8:
(i) px1, x2s where x1 R U, x2 P U
p2q
, and x2 is not comparable to any member of U
p3q
;
(ii) px1, x3s where x1 R U, x3 P U
p3q
, and there is no x2 P U
p2q
with x1 ă x2 ă x3;
(iii) px1, rx2, x3ss where x1 R U, x2 P U
p2q
, and x3 P U
p3q
;
(iv) prx1, x2s, x3s where x1 R U , x2 R U
p2q
, and x3 P U
p3q
;
(v) px2, x3s where x2 R U
p2q
, x3 P U
p3q
, and there is no x1 P U with x1 ă x2.
Then
f´1pÒUq “ ∆pÒUq YRo.
The set X2
š
X3 is a sub-poset of X , and we denote its order complex by ∆23. Recall that
∆23 consists of copies of X2 and X3 together with a segment
9 t2x2 ` t3x3 joining x2 to x3
whenever x2 ă x3.
This gives rise to another poset Y :“ X1
š
∆23 with the partial ordering x1 ă t2x2 ` t3x3
when x1 ă x2 ă x3; Y is given the Up topology. We denote the corresponding Comparison
Map by g : ∆pYq Ñ Y . Then, as subsets of X1
š
X2
š
X3, we have
f´1pÒUq “ g´1pÒUq.
Since g´1pÒUq is contractible by Proposition 2.8, we conclude that f´1pÒUq is contractible.
Next we consider the case where U Ď X2. We have the Comparison Map f23 : ∆23 Ñ
X2
š
X3. By Proposition 2.8, f
´1
23 pÒUq is contractible. But f
´1pÒUq is larger in general, as
it includes deleted segments and 2-simplexes having a vertex in f´123 pÒUq, the deletion being
the (non-empty) part lying in X1. However, as before, f
´1
23 pÒUq is a strong deformation
retract of f´1pÒUq, so the latter is contractible.
8Notation: rx, ys stands for all the points p1´ tqx` ty on the segment joining x to y.
9In all such expressions, the sum of coefficients is understood to be 1, and a statement such as x1 ă x2 ă x3 will require an
obvious adjustment when t2 “ 0 or 1.
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Finally, there is the case where U Ď X3. In that case, just as in the previous paragraph,
ÒU is a strong deformation retract of f´1pÒUq, and therefore the latter is contractible. Using
Proposition 2.8 we conclude:
Proposition 3.1. For basis elements ÒU , the space f´1pÒUq is contractible.
3.2. Weak contractibility of basis elements. This part is almost the same as in Section
2.3 of the R “ r2s case.
Again, basis elements lying entirely in X3 are contractible. We have to prove that ÒU
is weakly contractible when U is a basis element in X1 or in X2. It is convenient to write
U p1,2q :“ ÒU
Ş
X1
š
X2. For such U , and for n ě 0, we are to show that πnpÒU, U
p1,2qq is
trivial. Theorem 2.15 implies that U p1,2q is weakly contractible, and hence it will follow that
ÒU is weakly contractible.
The proof proceeds as in Section 2.3 with one change. In the last sentence of the Homotopy
Property as stated in Proposition 2.10, ψpBkq is required to have diameter less than ǫ. But
when U Ď X1, the set U
p1,2q might meet X2, and then U
p1,2q would not be metrizable, even
though there are metrics on X1 and on X2 considered separately. Hence, in the present
instance, the size of ψpBkq Ď U p1,2q is not to be measured by diameter.
In preparation, define the size of A Ď U p1,2q to be less than ǫ if there is a point c P U p1,2q
such that10 A Ď ÒBǫpcq.
The entire content of Section 2.3 goes through mutatis mutandis if the final sentence of
the Homotopy Property is amended to take account of this. In more detail:
Proposition 3.2. (kth Homotopy Property for R “ r3s) There exists α ą 0 with the follow-
ing property: Given maps ϕ1 : Bk Ñ U p3q and ϕ : Sk´1 Ñ U p1,2q, where ϕ1|Sk´1 covers ϕ and
ϕ1pBkq has diameter less than αpn`k`2q
2pn`1q
, there are maps ψ1 : Bk Ñ U p3q and ψ : Bk Ñ U p1,2q
such that ψ|Sk´1 “ ϕ, ψ1|Sk´1 “ ϕ1, ψ1 covers ψ, and ψ1 is α
4pn`1q
-homotopic to ϕ1 rel Sk´1.
Moreover, for k ą 0, given ǫ ą 0 there exists δ ą 0 such that when ψ1pSk´1q has diameter
less than δ then ψ1pBkq has diameter less than ǫ, ψ1 is ǫ-homotopic to ϕ1 rel Sk´1 and ψpBkq
has size less than ǫ.
Thus we have:
Theorem 3.3. Under the stated assumptions the Comparison Map f for R “ r3s is a weak
homotopy equivalence.
4. The General Case
Here we use the ideas in the previous two sections to prove Theorem 1.5. We are now
dealing with the M-poset of Section 1, namely a topological poset X equipped with a mirror
map µ : X Ñ R, where R is a finite poset. These satisfy the properties stated in that section.
The Comparison Map f : ∆pX q Ñ X is, as before, fpzq “ maxtxi | i P supppzqu.
4.1. Contractibility of preimages of basis elements. Let U Ď Xr where r P R.
Proposition 4.1. f´1pÒUq is contractible.
Proof. We imitate Section 3, inducting on the cardinality of R. When R is a singleton the
proposition is trivially true. When R has two elements the proposition has been proved. We
assume R has at least three elements.
10The issue here is that a set is “small” if all its points lie “near” the Up-set of one point.
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There are two cases:
First assume r is a minimal element of R. Then
f´1pÒUq “ ∆pÒUq YRo
where Ro is the union of deleted simplexes, each having some of its vertices outside ÒU and
the remaining vertices (at least one) in ÒU , the deletions being the faces lying outside ÒU .
Now, Z :“ X ´Xr is a sub-poset. From it we can construct a new poset Y :“ Xr
š
∆pZq
where the details imitate the construction given explicitly in Section 3.1. The Comparison
Map is g : ∆pYq Ñ Y . Then
f´1pÒUq “ g´1pÒUq.
By induction and Proposition 2.8, g´1pÒUq is contractible, so we conclude that f´1pÒUq is
contractible.
In the other case, r is not minimal. Then there is a proper sub-M-poset ÒXr indexed by
a proper subset of R. By induction on the cardinality of R, g´1pÒUq is contractible, where
g denotes the Comparison Map for ÒXr. Then
f´1pÒUq “ g´1pÒUq YRo
where Ro is the union of deleted simplexes, each having some of its vertices outside ÒU and
at least one vertex in ÒU , the deletions being the faces lying outside ÒU . These deleted
simplexes deform to g´1pÒUq. So f´1pÒUq is contractible. 
Using Proposition 2.8 we conclude:
Corollary 4.2. For basis elements ÒU , f´1pÒUq is contractible.
4.2. Weak contractibility of basis elements. This part is an inductive application of
the methods described in Sections 2.3 and 3.2.
Let r be a maximal element in R, and let Z :“ X ´ Xr. Again, basis elements lying
entirely in Xr are contractible. We have to prove that ÒU is weakly contractible when U is a
basis element in Z. It is convenient to write ÒUZ :“ ÒU XZ. For such U , and for n ě 0, we
will show that πnpÒU, ÒU
Zq is trivial. By induction ÒUZ is weakly contractible, and hence
it will follow that ÒU is weakly contractible.
The proof proceeds as in Sections 2.3 and 3.2 once the appropriate version of the Homotopy
Property has been stated.
In preparation, define the size of A Ď ÒUZ to be less than ǫ if there is a point c P UZ such
that A Ď ÒBǫpcq.
As in Section 3.2, the entire content of Section 2.3 goes through mutatis mutandis if the
final sentence of the Homotopy Property is amended to take account of the fact that ÒUZ
is not metrizable:
Proposition 4.3. (kth Homotopy Property) There exists α ą 0 with the following property:
Given maps ϕ1 : Bk Ñ U prq and ϕ : Sk´1 Ñ UZ , where ϕ1|Sk´1 covers ϕ and ϕ1pBkq has
diameter less than αpn`k`2q
2pn`1q
, there are maps ψ1 : Bk Ñ U prq and ψ : Bk Ñ UZ such that
ψ|Sk´1 “ ϕ, ψ1|Sk´1 “ ϕ1, ψ1 covers ψ, and ψ1 is α
4pn`1q
-homotopic to ϕ1 rel Sk´1. Moreover,
for k ą 0, given ǫ ą 0 there exists δ ą 0 such that when ψ1pSk´1q has diameter less than δ
then ψ1pBkq has diameter less than ǫ, ψ1 is ǫ-homotopic to ϕ1 rel Sk´1 and ψpBkq has size
less than ǫ.
Thus we have verified the hypotheses of Theorem 1.5.
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5. Appendix on the shape theory used in this paper.
Shape theory is a variant of homotopy theory which works better than regular homotopy
theory when the spaces are not locally nice. Here we give a brief review with the sole purpose
of amplifying our use of the theory in Section 2.2.
Shape theory considers a compact metrizable space X by dealing instead with an arbitrary
inverse sequence of compact polyhedra and maps whose inverse limit is homeomorphic to X .
X1 X2
h1
oo X3
h2
oo ¨ ¨ ¨
h3
oo
In the following infinite diagram of space and maps, the spaces are compact polyhedra.
We denote the inverse limit of the top line [resp. bottom line] by X [resp.Y ]. The outer
squares are assumed to be homotopy commutative. If there exist diagonal maps making the
entire diagram homotopy commutative then X and Y are said to be shape equivalent11
X1

X2oo

X3oo

¨ ¨ ¨oo
Y1 Y2oo
aa❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
Y3oo
aa❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
¨ ¨ ¨oo
aa❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
Now consider the special case in which all the maps hi are homotopy equivalences. Then
we have the following homotopy commutative diagram, where h´1i stands for a homotopy
inverse of hi:
X1
id

X1
idoo
h´1
1

X1
idoo
ph1h2q´1

¨ ¨ ¨idoo
X1 X2
h1
oo
h1
aa❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
X3
h2
oo
h1h2
aa❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇
¨ ¨ ¨
h3
oo
We conclude that in this case X is shape equivalent to the compact polyhedron X1.
Moreover, in the application in Section 2.2, X itself known to be a compact polyhedron. It
is a basic theorem of shape theory that two polyhedra are shape equivalent if and only if they
are homotopy equivalent.
In the context of Proposition 2.5 this discussion explains why ∆pUq is homotopy equivalent
to each Pn and hence to f
´1pÒUq.
6. Appendix on the discrete case and McCord’s work.
A quick review of the present paper shows that the proof of the Comparison Theorem 1.5
becomes very easy in the case when each Xr is discrete. Confining ourselves to the special
case dealt with in Section 2, the relevant version of Proposition 2.5 becomes almost trivial,
since the issue of limit points (which required a shape theoretic argument) is not present,
and the need for Proposition 2.6 is gone since pre-images of basic sets Ò x are cones. The
issues dealt with in Section 2.3 become trivial because Lemma 2.9 implies that each singleton
txu is a strong deformation retract of the set Ò x.
McCord’s Theorem 3 in [McC66] implies our Comparison Theorem 1.5 in this discrete
case, and his proof is indicated by the contents of the previous paragraph. It should be
added, however, that his definition of ∆pX q is superficially different from ours. In his work,
11This is not the general definition but is enough for our purposes. For more details on what is discussed in this Appendix,
see [Gui16].
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the role of ∆pX q is played by |KpX q|, where KpX q is the classical order complex defined by
the poset X , namely: simplexes are finite chains in the poset. However, it is not hard to see
that |KpX q| and ∆pX q are the same in our setting when X is discrete.
McCord uses the “Down topology” rather than the “Up topology” but that is of no
consequence as the two are dual to one another and order complexes are preserved under
duality.
It should be added that McCord’s Theorem 3 covers cases outside the setting of the present
paper. be contractible. The converse is obvious.
7. Appendix on homotopy equivalence
In Theorem 1.5 we showed that for geometricM-posets X the Comparison Map f : ∆pX q Ñ
X is a weak homotopy equivalence. The Whitehead Theorem implies that f is a homotopy
equivalence if and only if X has the homotopy type of a CW complex. In this appendix we
show that topological posets X in an important class do not have the homotopy type of a
CW complex
Let X be a topological poset, not necessarily geometric. Define an equivalence relation
on X by p „ q if and only if there is a finite sequence pxiq in X with x0 “ p, xn “ q,
and, for each i ě 0, either xi ď xi`1 or xi ě xi`1. Clearly, each equivalence class lies in a
path component. We say that X has discrete type if each equivalence class is an entire path
component12
Example. For each n the real Grassmann Poset Gn has discrete type.
Lemma 7.1. Each equivalence class is a closed subset of X .
Proof. The relation P in the definition of topological poset is closed in XˆX , so the condition
of not being related is an open condition. It follows that every limit point of an equivalence
class lies in that equivalence class. 
For any space Y there is a natural quotient topology on the set of path components π0pY q.
When Y is a CW complex, this space is discrete.
Theorem 7.2. Let X have discrete type. Then X has the homotopy type of a CW complex
if and only if each path component is contractible, and the space of path components π0pX q
is discrete.
Proof. Let h : K Ñ X be a homotopy equivalence, where K is a CW complex. Suppose
there is a homotopy inverse g for h. The fact that g is continuous shows that if x ă y then
gpyq “ gpxq; hence g is constant on equivalence classes (i.e. on path components). The map
g induces a continuous bijection π0pX q Ñ π0pKq, so π0pX q is discrete. And since h ˝ g is
homotopic to the identity map, each path component of X must be contractible. Conversely,
the hypotheses imply that X has the homtopy type of a discrete space. 
Remark. It follows from Theorem 7.2 that equivalence classes are closed. We include Lemma
7.1 because this is true whether or not X has discrete type. We wonder whether Theorem
7.2 holds for all topological posets.
12The topological poset X has an underlying discrete poset which we denote by Xδ, equipped with the Up topology.
Comparing Xδ with its (classical) order complex, one easily sees that each equivalence class is a path component of Xδ. This
explains the term “discrete type”.
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